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The Postmodern Markerboard™, another Egan first. Many new professional environments are embracing old elements and using them in new ways — polished concrete, exposed wood, and metal are everywhere. Complement those environments — or add a postmodern splash to another environment, with Egan Bold — the postmodern markerboard.

Choose from a range of standard sizes or simply choose which size you want. The solid wood frame is then crafted from raw lumber in our factory. Specify the leather or textile of your choice — or supply us with your own — and we will wrap and hand-stitch it over the frame. For the guaranteed-clean surface infill, choose EVS™ technology or an Egan GlassWrite™ infill, available in thousands of colors. Custom painted for you in our factory, your Egan Bold is now complete.

✔️
Bold 1⅜" frame design, wrapped in Textile or Leather

✔️
Make a statement in Leather, Denim, Egan Fabric, Maharam Fabric, or COM

✔️
Specify either EVS or Egan GlassWrite surface infill

LEATHER

Perfect for any décor style, our sturdy, authentic leather (with a choice of standard leather finishes) or faux leather frame comes with a hand-stitched outer edge, completing a beautifully crafted masterpiece in a smooth rich finish.

SHOWN: Egan Bold in Faux Leather Black frame and EVS infill

DENIM

A staple in the fashion industry, this hard-wearing twill fabric has been a favorite among workers for centuries. Finely woven and hand-stitched over a solid wood frame, this tough fabric adds a postmodern appeal to any space.

SHOWN: Egan Bold in Denim frame and GlassWrite custom color infill (Kendall Charcoal - Benjamin Moore HC-166)

FABRICS

Contemporary, eclectic, or traditional — no matter your style, upgrading your space has never been easier. Select from a library of over 2,000 fabrics and fit your aesthetic with our beautifully hand-stitched and wrapped solid wood frames.

SHOWN: Egan Bold in custom Maharam Fabric frame (Atrim, shade 401-005 Citrus) and GlassWrite custom color infill (Limpet Shell, Pantone 13-4810)